New York Times Bestselling Author E. Bernard
Jordan To Release Next Bestseller
August 2, 2011
New York, NY (RPRN) 08/02/11 — New
York Times bestselling author, E. Bernard
Jordan, will be releasing his next bestseller
on September 6th from Simon & Schuster,
The Laws of Prosperity: Building A Divine
Foundation of Success.

People are talking about "The Laws of Prosperity"

This new book builds upon his earlier
bestseller, The Laws of Thinking, to unveil
more of the spiritual truths that dictate
success and prosperity. Bishop Jordan's
very timely, provocative book delineates the
"20 Laws of Prosperity" (God's Stimulus
Plan) in a concise, engaging manner, for
those who are experiencing the myriad
hardships of today's difficult economy.

Each of his twenty laws-from the law of employment to the law of values-is broken down into simple
explanations and exercises, to assist the reader in better understanding the connection between their
financial status and their faith in God's universal laws. The Bishop's thought-provoking, intriguing
ideas regarding economic survival and renewal are topical and solidly grounded in spirituality.
The topical, well-written book is more than a self-help tome; it is a practical guide for those who can
use an alternate mindset toward their current economic situation. Examples of some of the innovative
segments contained in The Laws of Prosperity include "Retirement Is Not Natural In God's System,"
"There Is No Underemployment in God's System," "We Should Begin Work As Early As Possible,"
"Any Employment Is Preferable To Idleness," "Life Is Like The Stock Market," "The Value of Pride In
Starting A Business," "Ideas and Knowledge Not Shared Will Rot," "Economic Hardships Enrich Us In
Other Ways," "Wealth Is Out There," "Don't Be Frugal In Your Wishes For Others' Good Fortune," "In
The Shifting Balance Is Opportunity," "Spiritual Advisers Are God's Attorneys" and other pearls of
useful wisdom.
This next literary offering from Bishop E. Bernard Jordan promises to lead thousands of its readers
toward increased economic relief, which is vitally needed in our society today.
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